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Abstract
Cancer and its treatments cause significant changes in sexuality that affect the quality of life of both patients and their partners. As these issues are not always discussed with healthcare
professionals, cancer patients turn to online health communities to find answers to questions or for emotional support pertaining to sexual issues. By using a discursive psychological perspective, we explore the social actions that participants in online health forums perform when discussing sexuality. Data were collected by entering search terms in the search bars of three online health forums. Our analysis of 213 threads, containing 1,275 posts, provides insight into how participants who present themselves as women with cancer account for their sexual issues and, in doing so, orient to two intertwined norms: Having untroubled sex is part of a couple’s relationship, and male partners are entitled to having untroubled sex. We discuss the potential harmful consequences of orienting to norms related to sexual behaviour. Yet, our findings can also help healthcare professionals in broaching the topic of sexuality in conversations with cancer patients. The insights of this study into what female patients themselves treat as relevant can assist health professionals in better aligning with patients’ interactional concerns.
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In 2020, approximately 19.3 million people worldwide (Sung et al., 2021), and approximately 2.7 million people in the European Union, were diagnosed with cancer (European Cancer Information System, n.d.). As the world is faced with population growth and an ageing population, the absolute number of cancer diagnoses will rise over time (Sung et al., 2021). Despite this increase, cancer patients have a greater life expectancy today due to early detection and advanced treatments (Foster et al., 2018). This has resulted in a greater attention to the quality of life (QoL) of people living with cancer.

Cancer and its treatments cause significant problems in sexuality (Mercadante et al., 2010; Sadovsky et al., 2010). In this study, we treat sexuality as encompassing sexual function, sexual self-concept, and sexual relationships, with intimacy being a component of the latter (de Vocht, 2011; Woods, 1987). Sexuality is a multidimensional concept and a change in one dimension will affect the others accordingly, having an impact on one’s sexual health (Cleary & Hegarty, 2011), and most likely on one’s QoL (Tierney, 2008). Attention is increasingly paid to targeting the psychosocial issues of cancer, such as sexual issues, for instance in the area of psycho-oncology (Lang-Rollin & Berberich, 2018). However, success hinges on the willingness and ability of healthcare professionals (HCPs) to discuss sexuality (Ratner et al., 2010). Although HCPs in oncology increasingly acknowledge the importance of discussing sexuality throughout the course of the disease trajectory, research indicates that this subject is often neglected in practice (Gilbert et al., 2016; Lindau et al., 2011). This might be due to HCPs’ feelings of discomfort, or a lack of time and training (Krouwel et al., 2015; Ussher et al., 2013), the presence of a third party, or a different language/ethnicity (Krouwel et al., 2015). As a result, many cancer patients experience unmet needs regarding sexual health communication, as they search for answers to questions such as “are my sexual problems normal?” (Albers et al., 2020; Hordern & Street, 2007).

Online Health Communities
Patients increasingly find answers to these questions by participating in online health communities (OHCs; Kaal et al., 2018). Through a shared online communication medium,
these communities provide spaces for their members to ask and search for information, and to share insights and experiences concerning a health- or illness-related topic (Johnston et al., 2013; Loane & D’Alessandro, 2013). Research has shown that cancer patients and their partners searched for information online when they felt that their healthcare provider did not sufficiently discuss sexuality with them (Gilbert et al., 2016). Moreover, the fact that people who experience sexual problems are unsure on how to handle this complicated subject in conversations with HCPs leads them to engage in OHCs (Basinger et al., 2021). In general, people experiencing a sensitive health issue (e.g., a condition described as stigmatising, such as breast cancer) often think of online support as a safer option than face-to-face support (Davison et al., 2000).

This indicates that cancer patients might feel more comfortable discussing their sexual issues online. OHCs additionally provide cancer patients with easy access to information and support (Blank & Adams-Blodnieks, 2007; Wiljer et al., 2011), can help in reassuring participants about their sexual health (Basinger et al., 2021), and even have the potential to improve patients’ QoL (Osei et al., 2013). Nonetheless, discussing sexuality in OHCs is not without its downsides. Participants’ interactional behaviours, for instance, might have a stigmatising effect, as previous research has indicated that euphemisms (e.g., “down there”) and slang are used when discussing sexuality on online health forums (OHFs; Basinger et al., 2021).

**Discursive Psychology**

In this study, we use the theoretical, methodological, and analytical principles of *discursive psychology* (DP) (Wiggins, 2017) to analyse interactions on OHFs that are part of OHCs. DP focuses on naturally occurring interaction rather than researcher-driven questionnaires or interviews (Hepburn & Potter, 2003). Drawing upon DP to examine discussions on OHFs provides us with an understanding of what participants themselves make relevant in interactions about sexuality and the social actions they perform (Potter, 2012). Additionally, analysing these online interactions can reveal interactional practices that are conceivably not available from medical consultations, presumably because HCPs are seen as being primary responsible for broaching the subject of sexuality during these consultations (Ussher et al., 2013). Furthermore, online forums allow participants to talk about sensitive topics that might be more difficult to discuss in person (Robinson, 2001), which may result in participants discussing these issues in a more candid way than in a face-to-face environment.

Literature on the social actions that are performed in online discussions on sexuality in relation to cancer is lacking. Nevertheless, contemporary research has increasingly focused on how health- and illness-related topics are discussed in online media and online communities. Earlier studies have examined, for example, thematic features of cancer patients’ personal narratives on YouTube (Chou et al., 2011) and blogs (Keim-Malpass et al., 2013). This novel approach can help HCPs to better understand and address patients’ concerns through listening to patients’ own perspectives. Other studies have used DP and conversation analysis to analyse online discourse, focusing in particular on discourse as social practice. For instance, it has been studied how patients construct identities (Lamerichs & van Hooijdonk, 2019) or manage accountability for being on sick leave (Flinkfeldt, 2011). In addition, the type of study that examines social interaction online can result in advice applicable in healthcare practice. Advice, for example, which is derived from the way patients present themselves in online talk.
We aim to explore the social actions participants in OHFs perform when discussing sexuality in the face of cancer. DP can additionally reveal what participants treat as normal or deviant when accounting for their issues and behaviours, allowing us to gain insight into the norms that participants orient to online. In this paper, norms are treated as something participants in talk can employ, either consciously or unconsciously, as resources in explaining actions; in explaining, describing, and accounting for actions, people show an orientation towards certain norms (Edwards, 1997). So, rather than actions being governed by norms, “actions are done and described in a way that display their status with regard to some rule or expectation” (Edwards, 1997, p. 7). We will not make claims about causal relationships between norms and intentions; DP’s approach to norms is not a cognitive one. Previous work in DP has revealed, for instance, how participants in online forums show an orientation towards a norm of being critical (Versteeg et al., 2018), but also how norms for legitimate membership are negotiated when interacting with new members of an online support group (Stommel & Koole, 2010). In line with this research that shows participants orienting to norms, in this study, we focus on what participants orient to themselves when discussing sexuality. Finally, our insights into how patients present themselves may offer HCPs tools to engage patients in conversations about sexuality.

**Methods**

**Data Collection**

This study focuses on interactional data from three Dutch OHFs, two of which focus on cancer (www.kanker.nl and www.diagnose-kanker.nl). The third forum encompasses a wide range of health issues but contains discussions on various cancer types (www.dokter.nl). These OHFs enable individuals dealing with cancer to discuss all kinds of topics, such as treatment options and QoL issues. This text-based interaction can be described as asynchronous: Instead of happening in real time, members post messages in threads over time (Antaki et al., 2005; Kiyimba et al., 2019). All three selected forums were first screened to determine whether they contained discussions about sexuality. We expect these forums to provide a comprehensive impression of the way people dealing with cancer discuss sexuality online, especially since one of these forums is part of a large online cancer platform with 30,000 participants and 550,000 unique visitors per month (kanker.nl, n.d.). Moreover, multiple Dutch cancer patient organisations refer patients to this specific forum for peer support. Another forum is part of a large and wide-ranging health community in the Netherlands, and the last forum was selected because of its specific focus on cancer. At first glance, all OHFs appeared to contain a substantial number of posts relating to cancer and sexuality.

Data were collected retroactively via entering the following search terms in two of the three forums: sex, sexual, sexuality, making love, intercourse, and intimacy. On one of these forums, similar words, such as coitus, were automatically included when searching for the aforementioned terms. On the second forum, these terms were entered in the search bar, but this did not yield any results. For the sake of thoroughness, we entered a number of other terms such as ‘relationship’, but this resulted in too many off-topic threads. Therefore, we did not include these terms. Since the third forum did not allow for a systematic search using search terms, on this forum we conducted a screening of the titles of the threads about cancer.
Potentially relevant posts were read in more detail. We developed the following inclusion criteria:

1. Posts had to be related to sexuality during or after cancer, meaning that threads about early stages of cancer or fear of having cancer were not included;
2. at least one post in a thread had to contain talk about sexuality; and
3. when a post contained talk about sexuality, the surrounding interaction was also taken into account.

This allows for an analysis of the way participants orient to each other’s utterances regarding sexuality. Finally, a corpus of 213 threads containing 1,275 posts, published between 2002 and the start of June 2021, remained for analysis. Threads ranged from 1 post to 41 posts, with a mean of 6 posts and a median of 4 posts.

Analytical Procedure

DP focuses on discourse as social practice. Rather than viewing language as a representation of a cognitive state or process, language is seen as action-oriented: People do things with language (i.e., they perform social actions: they blame, ask for advice, account for behaviour and so forth; Potter, 2012). Moreover, DP is concerned with stake and accountability. Stake refers to the notion that the things participants in interaction do or say may be considered as a product of stake or interest. Additionally, accountability is seen as something speakers frequently attend to and manage. That is, people construct their talk in a way that manages blame and responsibility for behaviours or events (Edwards & Potter, 1992; Wiggins, 2017). This does not, however, imply that they are actually to blame or that their accounts are a representation of their thoughts or motivations (Wiggins, 2017).

These issues relating to potential accusations of stake, agency, or responsibility, are considered interactional concerns (Lamerichs et al., 2009). Participants anticipate these interactional concerns through their interactional practices (see Potter, 1996; Sneijder & te Molder, 2006). For instance, when discussing sexuality, participants might present sexuality as relatively less important in order to prevent being accused of giving this too much priority. So, central to a discursive psychological analysis is examining what people in interaction achieve by using language a certain way. In this way, we can uncover shared norms that participants in interaction, in this case interaction in OHFs, orient to.

Instead of working with pre-defined categories, a discursive psychological analysis involves examining what people make relevant themselves in their talk. This is a cyclical process: By reading, re-reading, and going back and forth through the data and interesting phenomena, we find patterns of talk (Wiggins, 2017). During our first readings of the data, one of the interesting phenomena was that cancer patients frequently made their partners relevant in talk about sexuality. Of the 1,275 posts, there were 105 threads containing 506 posts in which partners were mentioned. These were selected for further analysis. In examining these threads, we noticed that, when discussing their sexual issues, it was mostly participants who presented themselves as women with cancer who referred to their male partners in such a way that showed they accounted for their issues and behaviour. We noticed that participants who presented themselves as male patients problematised sexual issues less than women, and instead discussed alternatives to coital sex, thus indicating male patients discussed issues in a
different way. We, therefore, decided to only focus on posts written by women with cancer who described themselves as being in a heterosexual relationship.

Our focus is on the sequential and rhetorical aspects of the utterances under examination. First, discourse can be understood by examining what precedes and follows the utterance under examination. The turn-by-turn analysis of discourse provides insight into the type of understanding that participants display of each other’s turns (Wiggins & Potter, 2008). Subsequently, another important procedure is exploring alternative utterances to assess what other possible contrasting version is countered by the chosen formulation (Edwards, 1997). This allows us to understand the social actions performed and their interactional effects.

Ethical Considerations
There are ethical aspects to consider when collecting and analysing online interactions. First, it is essential to assess whether the online forum is considered public or private (Ditchfield, 2021; Kiyimba et al., 2019), since the use of private online interactions often implies needing informed consent (Ditchfield, 2021). On the other hand, people who find themselves in a public context, such as an OHF, can assume that others might observe their activities (Kiyimba et al., 2019). While two of the three forums were publicly accessible, it is plausible that users wrote their posts without intending or expecting to be the focus of research. Furthermore, posts might contain sensitive personal information. In light of this, we obtained informed consent from the administrators of the forums for the use and publication of the posts. Moreover, on the forum that required an account to access most posts, users occasionally suggested to continue the conversation on a more private channel, indicating they are aware of the public nature of that forum. Furthermore, it is important to consider the anonymity of participants (Ditchfield, 2021). To that end, we applied pseudonyms in our results. Additionally, other potentially identifying characteristics are not present in the extracts, and the date and time of the interactions have been omitted.

Below, we present extracts to illustrate our findings. The extracts were originally written in Dutch but will only be shown in English. Since it is imperative to the analysis, translations are as literal as possible whilst still ensuring readability.

Results
Our analysis discusses the way women with cancer attend to the accountability of their sexual issues, and their way of dealing with these issues. Additionally, we show what happens when these women describe how their partners deal with the current status of their sex life. We demonstrate that the accounts female patients provide, give insight into interactional concerns that are at play when discussing sexual issues. How these sexual issues are described (i.e., the interactional practices performed) also reveal two norms that these women orient to. In what follows, we will first focus on representative extracts in which women orient to the norm that having untroubled sex is part of a couple’s relationship, and second on those in which they orient to the norm that male partners are entitled to having untroubled sex.

Norm 1: Having Untroubled Sex Is Part of a Couple’s Relationship
The extracts below illustrate how patients orient to the norm that having untroubled sex is part of an intimate relationship. In their descriptions, patients convey what is troubled, or conversely
untroubled sex: sex, free of trouble. This “trouble” is defined by patients themselves, as will be seen in how they present their sexual problems. By making relevant their usual sexual behaviour (e.g., having sex a couple of times a week), and contrasting this with current practice (e.g., being less in the mood for sex), patients orient to the norm that having untroubled sex is part of their partnered relationship. In extract 1a, the patient describes not having sexual intercourse as a problem:

Extract 1a (from Anna)
1 Since June I have been free of pain and I have lots of energy again!
2 Only sexuality is now the problem. My boyfriend and I have not had sexual intercourse yet. I feel like I am not yet ready for it.
3 Both mentally and physically.
4 In the hospital they say that I should not wait too long for it and that at some point I should cross over that ‘threshold’. Totally agree! But is it taking too long now, I wonder?
5 [lines omitted]
6 I have a very sweet boyfriend who does give me time, but his patience will of course run out eventually! I do not want to let it get that far. Besides, I would WANT to start with it again as soon as possible, but my mind’s not really up for it. I would like to hear about your experiences!

Anna presents her sexual problem as the predominant and only problem (“only sexuality is now the problem”) and subsequently further explains this problem: She and her boyfriend “have not had sexual intercourse yet.” Thus, she implicates there is a chance they will have intercourse in the future. By also presenting not having intercourse as a problem, which presupposes needing a solution, Anna implicates that they should have intercourse again. Moreover, she accounts for not having intercourse: She is “not yet ready for it.” So, by treating this as something that needs an explanation, we see Anna orienting to the norm that untroubled sex is part of a couple’s relationship.

Additionally, it is implicated that the hospital sees having sexual intercourse as normative behaviour, as “they say” Anna should not wait too long for “it,” and she should cross over “that threshold.” As consensus (Potter, 1996) is provided, this claim is presented as if all HCPs in the hospital are in agreement, which builds up its factuality. Subsequently (lines 6-7), Anna implicates “totally” agreeing with this claim. However, she suggests it might be taking “too long now,” by which she shows a presumption relating to how long it should take for cancer patients to start with intercourse again after treatment, and simultaneously presents this situation (not having intercourse with her boyfriend) as atypical. Again, this shows an orientation to the norm that sex is an essential piece of a partnered relationship.

Note that Anna’s account for not having intercourse (“I am not yet ready for it”) is introduced with “I feel like” (line 3). Compare this, for instance, with “I am not yet ready for it.” Including “I feel like”, makes her account less certain, suggesting that she cannot really put her finger on it. Anna’s account also includes a mental state avowal (“want” in “I would WANT to start with it again”) (Edwards & Potter, 2005) that is contrasted with Anna’s “mind” not being up for it (see lines 11-12). In doing so, Anna orients to the impossibility of having sexual intercourse. She thereby anticipates the interactional concern of being someone who is not willing to have sex. Anna also externalises responsibility (Woolgar, 1988) for not having
intercourse by ascribing agency to her mind ("my mind’s not really up for it"). In this way, she creates out-there-ness (Potter, 1996): She suggests that her mind is in control. By stressing her willingness to have sex, Anna again orients to the norm that sex is part of an intimate relationship.

In addition, by saying her mind is “not really” up for it, Anna subtly displays doubt exactly at a point where there might be a dilemma (see Stake and Subtlety in Potter, 1996). Hereby, she implicates having difficulty pinpointing precisely what is going on, suggesting her issues are beyond her explanation. Moreover, by ascribing agency to her mind, she minimises her accountability for these issues. In effect, we see her dealing with an interactional dilemma: discussing her sexual issues without getting accused of these issues being a result of a personal shortcoming. Interestingly, this is what she is being called out on by the next participant (Kate):

**Extract 1b** (from Kate)

1. Problems with sexuality after gynaecological cancer are very common. You will, indeed, have to cross over a threshold.
2. Now really ask yourself why your mind’s not up for it.
3. Your boyfriend will have to take it easy and what is very important use plenty of silicon-based lubricant.

In lines 1 and 2, Kate normalises Anna’s problem by implicating that people commonly experience problems with sexuality after gynaecological cancer. She strengthens this claim by using a maximisation (“very”), commonly employed for emphasis (Potter, 1996). While it was first still negotiable, in extract 1b (line 2), Kate suggests that Anna “indeed” has “to cross over a threshold,” affirming the normative expectation that intercourse should happen. With this, Kate is holding Anna responsible for acting on the norm that sex is part of a couple’s relationship.

Additionally, although Anna minimised her accountability for the sexual issue, in line 3, Kate instructs Anna to “really ask” herself why her “mind’s not up for it” (sexual intercourse), suggesting that Anna must know the answer to this question, and that she does play a role in this problem. Again, Anna is being held responsible, and this participant (Kate) also orients to the norm that sex is part of a couple’s relationship. Otherwise, one could also pose the question of what other sexual activities Anna could try. The orientation to this norm is seen in line 4 and 5 as well, as Kate gives advice pertaining to the use of lubricant, implicating intercourse is going to happen again.

In the next extract, we show that this patient (Erin) also orients to this norm, now by explicitly contrasting her previous sex life with her partner with their sex life now:

**Extract 2** (from Erin)

1. To keep to the impairments concerning this subject. My husband and I were always ‘normally’ active with sex a couple of times a week.
2. Naturally, we slowly drifted into it, that it didn’t work for me anymore, simply because my mobility kept on decreasing. And however you want to have sex, you still need to be a little mobile. I think… (oops…).
3. Moreover, obviously with my cancer the pain became unbearable little by little, which isn’t exactly sex-promoting. But both of us also not in the mood or it did not work. Did try though, almost up until ‘the
In lines 2 and 3, Erin presents her sex life before having cancer as normal: She and her husband “were always normally active.” By employing an extreme case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986), this is presented as if this was “always” the normal course of events. Hereby, Erin constructs having sex “a couple of times a week” as normal sexual behaviour, by which she shows an orientation to the norm that untroubled sex is part of a romantic relationship.

Next, Erin contrasts this previously normal situation with her sex life now, presenting the sexual issues as deviating from that normal situation. She constructs their sex life now as a process over which she and her husband have had no control, as she says it went “naturally” and they “drifted into it,” by which she implicates it happened by chance. Moreover, Erin ascribes “that it didn’t work… anymore” to her mobility that kept decreasing (lines 4-5), and again accounts for her sexual issues by attributing these to “the pain” caused by the cancer (lines 7-8). These accounts are additionally presented as self-evident (“simply because” and “obviously”), thereby increasing their credibility. With all this, Erin accounts for breaching the norm (untroubled sex is part of a couple’s relationship) as to minimise the accountability of her partner as well as her own.

In addition, by saying “however you want to have sex,” Erin accounts for deviating from the norm of having untroubled sex being an integral component of an intimate relationship by suggesting physical impairments are restraining her in having sex. While implicating she might want to have sex, her “mobility kept on decreasing”. She even suggests that her pain became “unbearable.” Thus, by presenting herself as a person who is willing to have sex, and by using the generic second-person pronoun “you,” through which usage she minimises agency, she minimises her accountability for the sexual issues once more.

In lines 8, 9 and 10, it is suggested that, despite not being in the mood for “it,” Erin and her husband kept on trying. Although Erin does not explicate what trying almost up until “the end” entails, it suggests they could not have tried harder. Hereby, she minimises her own accountability for not finding a solution to the issues. Moreover, by implicating a normative expectation that you should do something about your sexual issues (i.e., “it” not working), she again attends to the norm that sex is part of a romantic relationship.

In summary, patients put effort into minimising their accountability for the sexual issues and simultaneously present these issues as deviating from the previous situation. With this, patients treat these issues as something that needs to be accounted for, thus showing an orientation to the norm of having untroubled sex being part of an intimate relationship.

Next, extract 3a and 3b serve to show that, in treating their sexual issues as accountable, these patients also orient to the norm that untroubled sex is an essential piece of a couple’s relationship. These extracts were written in response to each other (extract 3b was posted directly after extract 3a). Extract 3b is designed as a second story (Sacks, 1995): a response to a first story in which participants show alignment and identification with the teller of the first story.
Extract 3a (from Emily)
1 After 2 operations because of ovarian cancer I am definitely less
2 in the mood for sex.
3 [lines omitted]
4 Also, getting aroused requires much more time. This is partly due
5 to hormones that I do not produce anymore, partly due to the
6 operations as well.
7 [lines omitted]
8 It isn’t nice for him that I am never in the mood. I only feel like
9 having sex when we have been into it for about 10 minutes.
10 And there is no fun in that.
11 I feel I’m fortunate to have a boyfriend who takes all the time in
12 the world for it. He doesn’t (and I’m exaggerating) really mind,
13 because sex lasts longer now.
14 [lines omitted]

Extract 3b (from Jean)
1 Hello Emily
2 [lines omitted]
3 After my last operation that I had in July my mood for making love
4 with my husband has dropped to zero. (even below zero)
5 I enjoy the cuddling and the attention from my husband, and he is
6 fortunately very patient, and before cervical cancer came into our
7 life we had been having a very busy sex life so to speak!
8 The shock is even more for me than for my husband that after the last
9 operation I do not want any sex anymore!!
10 The rest yes cuddling kissing etc but the rest 😛 😛
11 Look, we are doing it, but I do not enjoy it at all, but that is
12 absolutely not my husband’s doing. Do you maybe have a tip for me so
13 I can enjoy it more
14 [lines omitted]
15 love, Jean

As Jean raises the same topic, designed in a similar way as Emily’s introduction (extract 3a), Jean’s reference to her last surgery (line 3) works as an entry device to introduce her own story. In second stories, participants often show a selective focus on a previous story (Arminen, 2004). Here, the focus lies on attributing the sexual issues to external factors: “my last operation” (extract 3b, line 3) and “cervical cancer” (extract 3b, line 6). Additionally, in extract 3a, Emily externalises the activity of getting aroused (“the getting aroused”), thereby drawing emphasis away from herself as the actor (Potter, 1996). So, both Emily and Jean downplay accountability for their sexual issues, thus fending off the impression that these issues are a result of a personal shortcoming.

In both descriptions, maximisations (Potter, 1996) are used that emphasise the contrast between the situation before and after cancer. See, for instance, lines 1, 2 and 4 in extract 3a, in which Emily suggests being “definitely less” in the mood for sex and that getting aroused requires “much more” time. Also, Jean’s account (in extract 3b) that her mood for making love has dropped is bolstered by stressing that it has dropped “even below zero” (see line 4). By
doing so, she implicates her mood could not be less, and simultaneously presents this as a major change.

Thus, as their sex life now is presented as a deviation from their usual sexual behaviour, Emily and Jean fend off not enjoying intimate and sexual activities as a dispositional treat: It is not something that is inherent to them as a person (Edwards, 2005). This is consistent with previous discursive psychological research (Horton-Salway, 2001), which demonstrated, in the context of physical activity, that patients used a before and after story to present themselves as previously tremendously active, countering the potential inference of them being the type to enjoy a sedentary lifestyle.

In extract 3b, Jean additionally bolsters her account by suggesting that she and her husband “had been having a very busy sex life.” Moreover, she shows it was a shock to her, not wanting any sex anymore (see lines 8-9), suggesting this sexual issue has come over them by no fault of their own. Hereby, she strengthens the claim that she, and now her partner as well, are not to blame for the sexual issues. So, by treating these issues (e.g., never being in the mood) as accountable, both patients orient to the norm that untroubled sex is part of a romantic relationship.

They also orient to this norm by implicating they are still engaged in sexual activities despite, for instance, suggesting not enjoying it “at all” (see extract 3b, line 11). In lines 8-13 of extract 3a, Emily orients to this norm again. She does so, first by presenting needing an incentive in order to get in the mood as deviant (“I only feel like having sex when we have been into it for about 10 minutes”). She, thereby, suggests that it takes too long before she feels like having sex. Furthermore, although Emily repeatedly describes herself as being never or less in the mood, she implicates that she and her boyfriend are still having sex. She, thus, treats having sex as a normative expectation.

Finally, Jean implicates wanting some intimate activities (“cuddling kissing”), but not wanting to do “the rest”, and asks Emily how to enjoy “it” more. Although we can cautiously assume that “it” refers to “sex” (see line 9, extract 3b), it is left up to the readers of the post to draw their own conclusions. This enables Jean to avoid explicating the type of sexual activity. As second stories are relevant for interpreting a first story (Arminen, 2004), in asking for advice on how to enjoy “it” more, Jean displays her understanding of Emily’s experience in which Emily described being less in the mood. Jean treats this experience as an indication Emily still can enjoy sex, and by asking advice, she orients to the accountability of doing something about the sexual issues.

Additionally, these patients present the way their male partners deal with the sexual issues as something fortunate (see, for instance, extract 3a, line 11). In the next paragraph, we will discuss this further by using illustrative examples of how female patients bring their male partners into the discussion.

**Norm 2: Male Partner Is Entitled to Having Untroubled Sex**

We will now focus on the second norm female patients orient to when discussing their sexual issues: Male partners being entitled to untroubled sex. As could already be seen in the previous extracts, women orient to this norm, for instance, by portraying their partners as very patient (extract 3b, lines 5-6) and simultaneously suggesting they are the ones affected by the sexual issues (extract 3a, line 8). Now, we will show how Anna orients to this norm. Note that this extract (4a) is a representation of the second part of extract 1a.
Extract 4a (from Anna)
8  [lines omitted]
9  I have a very sweet boyfriend who does give me time, but his
10  patience will of course run out eventually! I do not want to let it
11  get that far. Besides, I would WANT to start with it again as soon as
12  possible, but my mind’s not really up for it. I would like to hear
13  about your experiences!

By demonstrating that her boyfriend is giving her time, but that his patience is finite (lines 9-10), Anna portrays him as someone who is affected by an unsustainable situation. Moreover, Anna implicates wanting to deal with the problem for the sake of her boyfriend, since she suggests not wanting it to get to the point where “his patience” runs out (lines 9-11). With this, she deals with the interactional concern of not taking the needs of her partner into account. She furthermore stresses that “his patience will of course run out eventually!”, presenting this as self-evident (Potter, 1996). Overall, her boyfriend’s patience running out is presented as causing this situation to be problematic, by which Anna orients to the norm that male partners are entitled to untroubled sex.

However, Anna accounts for her boyfriend’s way of dealing with the current situation by emphasising that her boyfriend is very sweet, gives her time, and has patience. In doing so, she wards off the impression that her boyfriend is pressuring her or is complaining about the situation. This claim is strengthened by a maximisation (“very sweet”). Hereby, Anna simultaneously anticipates the interactional dilemma of discussing her sexual issues without implicating her partner as the cause of these issues or as the cause of discussing these issues.

Next, we show Kate’s response:

Extract 4b (from Kate)
3  [lines omitted]
4  Your boyfriend will have to take it easy and what is very important
5  use plenty of silicon-based lubricant.
6  [lines omitted]

In extract 4a, Anna portrayed her boyfriend as someone who is affected by her sexual issues. Interestingly, Kate makes relevant Anna’s partner by telling what he should do: He “will have to take it easy.” Now, in addition to what we presented in extract 1b, not only Anna but also her boyfriend is made responsible: He is being called on having a more active role to play in dealing with the sexual issues. This suggests the male partner must work for what he might be entitled to.

The following extract is part of a thread that was initially about problems with sexuality in relation to brain tumours. In response to the first post, Olivia shows that these problems also arise in other cancer types. By simultaneously presenting herself as someone with a different type of cancer (tongue cancer), she achieves membership to the same category as the patient who wrote the first post: cancer patients. Hereby, she establishes the entitlement to talk about her experiences (Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990):
Extract 5 (from Olivia)

1. In my opinion this is a subject that goes for many cancer types.
2. I had tongue cancer. I’ve been cured since a couple of months but the
   treatment has caused great damage. My sexual relationship with
   my partner had always been fantastic. There is nothing left of that
   anymore. I am not in the mood anymore, I do not feel the arousal
   anymore. We still make love, we stay intimate but the intense
   excitement is gone. It seems like I have lost that emotion. I hope
   that it will return. My husband is very understanding fortunately,
   we talk about it a lot and I ask him to also have patience here. I do
   miss it but the feeling is gone.

In lines 3 and 4, Olivia introduces her partner (“my sexual relationship with my partner”) as
part of creating an extreme contrast between their sex life before (“had always been fantastic”) and
after cancer treatment (“nothing left of that anymore”). Meanwhile, she presents her sexual
relationship as one in which intimacy is still a component (see line 6). All this works to both
fend off not enjoying intimate and sexual activities being seen as a dispositional trait (Edwards,
2005) and also to minimise her partner’s accountability for the sexual issues. As is consistent
with previous work by Smith (1990), these contrast structures in extracts 2, 3a, 3b, and 5 create
a tension between two extremes and are used to present the sexual issues as deviating from the
situation before cancer: having a very busy (extract 3b) or fantastic sex life (this extract)
together with their partner.

In lines 8, 9 and 10, Olivia mentions that her husband is “very” understanding, that they talk
about it “a lot,” and that she asks him to have patience. With these maximisations, she
strengthens the suggestion that her husband is not pressuring her, and simultaneously counters
any implication of her husband being the cause of these issues or the cause of discussing these
issues. Furthermore, she presents her husband’s way of dealing with the situation as something
to be fortunate about. Also note that asking for patience implies that her husband is affected by
this problem, but also that change will eventually occur. In this way, Olivia orients to both
norms that patients in this study orient to: Having untroubled sex is an integral component of
a couple’s relationship, and the male partner is entitled to having untroubled sex.

This extract again shows a patient putting effort into minimising accountability for her
sexual issues. This is done by Olivia, for instance, by constructing the “intense excitement” as
something that exists through actions that are beyond her control (see lines 6-8: “the intense
excitement is gone,” and “hope that it will return”). Additionally, by using the mental state
avowal “hope” (Edwards & Potter, 2005), it is implicated that the return of the “intense
excitement” is independent of her own influence on this. Moreover, by saying that “it seems
like” she has lost “that emotion,” she displays doubt, suggesting that the sexual issues are
beyond her explanation. By doing this and by constructing out-there-ness, Olivia minimises
accountability for these issues.

To summarise, the figure below illustrates the interactional concerns that were managed
through female patients’ interactional practices, and the interrelated norms that these women
oriented to.
Our analysis fills a gap in research by demonstrating how women describe their experiences with sexuality during and after cancer through their own words. Furthermore, our findings offer relevant opportunities for engaging in conversations about sexuality with women with cancer and their partners. We would recommend taking into account that female patients often refer to their partners when discussing sexual issues and present these issues as something that affects their partner. While it has been suggested that open and constructive communication can help in adjusting to cancer-related issues (Milbury & Badr, 2013), previous research has shown that couples dealing with cancer do not always talk about the effect of cancer on sexuality (Lindau et al., 2011). So, since patients in our study frequently stress their partners’ role in their sexual issues, it could be beneficial for HCPs to recommend patients to engage or continue to engage in open communication with their partners.

We found that female patients orient to two norms: (1) Having untroubled sex is part of a couple’s relationship, and (2) the male partner is entitled to having untroubled sex. These
findings are consistent with a study about the experiences of women with vulval pain (Marriott & Thompson, 2008) in which women reported to perceive sexual intercourse as key both to a good heterosexual relationship and to their female role. In addition, sex was described as something other healthy women find easy and natural. Similarly, in our study, patients orient to untroubled sex as the norm and construct deviations as accountable. Although it is plausible that norms can have an influence on patients’ behaviours, our discursive psychological analysis does not allow us to draw any conclusions in this respect. However, these norms may limit the scope of tools women can use to talk about their issues.

Although occasionally it remains implicit what patients in our study refer to with “sex,” the term “sexual intercourse” was used in extract 1a and advice was given about using “silicon-based lubricant” (see extract 1b), implicating a focus on intercourse. Additionally, talking about not wanting “any sex anymore” (extract 3b), suggests this also includes sexual intercourse. So, when patients in our study suggest that they keep on having sex, while also implicating that they are not in the mood (see for example lines 1-2 in extract 3a), this indicates an adherence to the coital imperative, positioning penile-vaginal intercourse as real or normal sex (Braun et al., 2003).

Female patients treating penile-vaginal intercourse as a preferred form of sexual behaviour could have an adverse effect on the chances of heterosexual women for sexual pleasure (Laan et al., 2021). This is particularly true for cervical cancer survivors, since they often experience pain during intercourse (Carr, 2015). In OHCs, moderators and/or HCPs could address the coital imperative by making other norms relevant in information or in patients’ stories for instance. Considering that euphemistic language and misinformation can negatively affect people’s interactions and behaviours (Lucas & Fyke, 2014; Pan et al., 2021), attention must then also be paid to the correctness of information in general, and the correctness of terms for body parts and sexual activities in particular. Research has shown that OHC members are rather capable of detecting and dealing with inaccurate information (Loane & D’Alessandro, 2013). However, recognising the implicit norms people orient to poses a more challenging issue. In medical consultations, HCPs could also discuss the norms that patients in our study orient to.

HCPs can, for example, discuss the norm that having sex is part of a couple’s relationship in an effort to renegotiate the coital imperative. This could be of help when supporting cancer patients in exploring alternative sexual activities. Additionally, this could involve taking into account the norm that portrays male partners as being entitled to having untroubled sex. This finding touches upon the fact that, in present-day society, heterosexual women’s sexual pleasure is continuously treated as mostly secondary to that of heterosexual men (Hall, 2019). Bringing this norm up for discussion might be beneficial to women’s own pleasurable sexual experiences.

Previous research has shown that, when health professionals do discuss sexuality with cancer patients, the focus lies mainly on the biomedical aspects (O’Connor et al., 2019). Incorporating the abovementioned suggestions in oncological practice might require HCPs to adopt a biopsychological approach in discussing sexuality with their patients. Such an approach takes into account biological, psychological, sociocultural, and interpersonal factors when discussing and treating sexual issues (Bober & Varela, 2012). Overall, it is essential for HCPs to learn and employ interactional practices that establish an environment in which patients’ own sexual pleasure is prioritised and the absence of coital sex could also be normal and acceptable.
Additionally, in line with a study in which patients’ illness narratives were characterised by talking about a life before and after cancer (Chou et al., 2011), in our study, female patients contrast their previous sexually active life with a troubled sex life. By doing so, they present their sexual issues as deviating from the previous situation, and simultaneously anticipate any inference of these issues as being indicative of their character (i.e., not enjoying sex as a dispositional trait). Furthermore, as is consistent with other discursive psychological research (de Kok & Widdicombe, 2008; Guise et al., 2007), patients attribute their issues to external factors. In doing so, women with cancer counter the claim that their sexual issues are a result of their own or their partners’ shortcomings, thus minimising the accountability of both. So, when broaching the topic of sexuality, professionals could align with what cancer patients in our study make relevant. For instance, by emphasising that it is indeed very common to experience sexual problems, such as reduced arousal, or that it is actually perfectly normal to need an incentive to become aroused (see extract 3a). By stressing that patients are not accountable for the occurrence of sexual issues, these issues can be normalised, and patients will find an answer to the question: “Are my sexual problems normal?” (Albers et al., 2020; Hordern & Street, 2007).

Incorporating changes in OHCs could be another useful intervention. OHCs could create a place for patients to ask questions directly to HCPs and involve sexologists to answer questions (some platforms have already begun to do so). Furthermore, these communities could make patients’ stories available, and suggest ways to deal with sexual issues that foreground women’s sexual pleasure and other sexual activities that are different from penile-vaginal intercourse.

Future research can build on this current exploratory study and could additionally focus on its limitations. Although our study has uncovered norms that patients orient to when accounting for their sexual issues, we only focused on posts in which participants describe themselves as women in a heterosexual relationship. It follows that we did not include posts in which participants present themselves as male or as members of the LGBTQ+ community. This limits our ability to generalise findings or to draw comparisons between different population groups. Further research should focus on these forum participants as well in order to gain a deeper understanding of social practices and their effects within talk about cancer and sexual health.

**Conclusion**

Our analysis showed that women with cancer treat their sexual issues, and their way of dealing with these issues, as accountable. They described their sexual issues in such a way (e.g., minimising accountability for the issues and creating an extreme contrast between their previous sex life and their sex life now) that displayed the issues’ status with regard to a norm: the norm that having untroubled sex is part of a couple’s relationship. Furthermore, the analysis brought to light an orientation to a second norm. By suggesting that their male partners are affected by their sexual issues, women with cancer displayed an orientation to the norm that male partners are entitled to having untroubled sex. However, patients implicated that their male partners do not insist on this right. They are actually portrayed as being very considerate, which works to avoid the potential accusation of implicating partners as the cause of the sexual issues, or as the reason for discussing these issues in the first place. When talking about sexuality with people dealing with cancer, HCPs can make these norms explicit and, in doing
so, explore alternative sexual activities that are beneficial to women’s own sexual health. Moreover, our findings can help HCPs and OHCs in aligning with cancer patients’ interactional concerns in order to discuss and present sexuality in a way that contributes to normalising patients’ sexual issues.

Notes

1. The remaining posts from one of the three forums turned out to be almost exclusively related to the fear of having cancer, though in combination with sexual activities. Therefore, this inconsequential and small number of posts were excluded from the dataset.

2. Hereinafter, we refer to these participants as ‘women with cancer’, ‘patients’, or ‘female patients’.

3. Additional agreements were made with the administrator of one of the three forums pertaining to consent from forum users being required for publication of their posts.

4. Some parts of the extracts that are not relevant to the analysis were omitted.
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